And if that doesn’t happen naturally, they will try to force it, like the French who (as of AD 2018) trying to do so
with Islam: not due to any belief, obviously, but as a useful tool to control the growing population of Islamic
176
believers within her borders. “Clerics on the government payroll will do and say whatever their paymaster
demands, regardless of the claims of some old book.” But there is a problem with this approach when it comes to
living religions, unbroken to the openly contemptuous secularist yoke:
“A Muslim adviser to President Macron, Hakim El Karoui (who, like the president, once worked for the
Rothschild Bank), has suggested that there should be a Grand Imam of France, as well as an organization
that concerns itself with the financing of mosques and the education, training, and payment of imams—all
under the aegis of the state. In other words, the French Republic would be the ultimate arbiter of Islamic
theology. This is a far cry from secularism. El Karoui himself recognizes the futility of the arrangement
when he says: ‘Imams are trained by the state in the whole Arab world, but that has not prevented the
177
fundamentalists from prospering.’”
178

Appendix: Solomani Party Religious Policy
The Solomani Party, with its large Christian and Islamic population, must take a different approach than the Third
Imperium. The Party has no interest in undercutting these belief systems, as they want the population to multiply
and have no interest in the secularist-sterile drive to instigate both costly social disruptions and destructive
depopulation waves. But, the Party also wants to reduce infighting, and keep Solomani guns trained on the various
Enemies of the Race, rather than on each other.
Party organs and instruments do this by active, continuous consultation, discussion, deal brokering, territorial
separation when necessary, and a broad range of treaties between competing religions, as well as an endless
stream of propaganda/slanted news emphasising mutual religious support and friendship on the one hand, and
the cruel, godless, perverted, and racially impure nature of the Third Imperium on the other. “Where Corporate
179
Cash, Military Might, and Arbitrary Aristocratic Power stands far above any love for your own land or people.”
The example of the Ottoman Empire is emphasised among the Muslims – “it’s better to tax kaffir filth, rather than
kill them” – while Christians are endlessly reminded that they must, as per Law of God, value and respect Muslim
lives, property, and liberty just as they respect their own. The Muslim willingness to play nice when they don’t
180
have the power to enforce their will – “The Mecca strategy” – is exploited to the full, as is the Divine command
181
that Christians be peacekeepers, to live in peace with unbelievers whenever possible.
Adherents of both belief systems are publicly esteemed and encouraged to multiply, as the Party has need to put
182
both set of tools to work for the most important goal of all: the Kingdom of God Dar al-Islam the Solomani
Cause.
176

See: https://www.thelocal.fr/20171201/how-frances-muslim-population-will-grow-in-the-future
See: https://www.city-journal.org/html/state-islam-france-15724.html
178
This is almost totally focused on the Abrahamic religions: the Dharmic religions are fundamentally passive,
and so of only cursory interest to a Party that demands the active expansion of Solomani rule, everywhere.
179
The Party is not exactly thrilled, working with religions that insist that humans exist to serve a non-human
Creator… but Social/Cultural Darwinism has proven to be a failure, long-term, so the Party will work with what
it has. “And the Christians at least have a human being as a member of the God-head, so there’s that!”
180
On what happens when Muslims can enforce their will – “The Medina Strategy” – I recommend The Life of
Mohammed by Dr. Bill Warner. Indeed, his entire A Taste of Islam series is definitely worth reading.
https://soundcloud.com/worship-and-word-radio/dr-bill-warner-why-the-koran-is-not-a-place-to-start-astudy-of-islam - “Why the Koran is not the place to start a study of Islam?” – is a good introduction to his work.
181
Christians might detect a certain unfairness here. So what? Jesus’ commands, as noted in Matthew 5:43-48,
are crystal clear. https://chalcedon.edu/blog/all-we-need-is-law-law-law-is-all-we-really-need
182
Once upon a time, Dar al-Islam, “The House of Islam” was called Dar as-Salam, “The House of Peace.” I
guess the cognitive dissonance got to be too much….
177
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All major disagreements MUST be resolved within the Party Councils! NOT on the battlefield! The wealth and
the lives of all True Humans MUST be preserved, protected, expanded! NOT destroyed!
183
– Aalamgir Elbaz, Representative of the Restricted Zone to the Solomani Secretariat
October 10, 5520
The Party has nothing but admiration for those Solomani peoples who build up their wealth and power and
population, and so demonstrate their right to lead. Those Solomani who lead the Race to Victory over the
Alien and the Inhuman should have the right to direct the Race in all lesser matters, as well.
– Battle Philosopher ‘Louzado’ before the Solomani High Council
June 30, 5599

Strange, little-known astrographics phenomena can definitely be found in the Solomani Confederation,
especially off the mainworlds. This graphic is titled “Yellow planet” © JohnnysDream.
See his work at https://johnnysdream.deviantart.com/art/Yellow-planet-404216078

183

Yes, the Restricted Zone – on the border of the Republique and Asphodel subsectors – has her own
Secretariat representative, usually a Navy man. Yes, that Restricted Zone is populated. No, you don’t get to
know why it’s Restricted… at least, not in Stellar Reaches, which is (usually) focused on the Empty Quarter.
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During the Long Night, even low-tech starports, like the one depicted above, were treasured assets.
This graphic is titled “before the start” © Igor Tovstogan. See his work at
https://www.deviantart.com/art/before-the-start-662567199
It is very different with studies of change in human society. Here the Random Event, the Maniac, the Prophet, and
the Genius have to be reckoned with. We have absolutely no way of escaping them. The future-predicters don't
suggest that we can avoid or escape them--or ever be able to predict or forecast them. What the future-predicters,
the change-analysts, and trend-tenders say in effect is that with the aid of institute resources, computers, linear
programming, etc. they will deal with the kinds of change that are not the consequence of the Random Event, the
Genius, the Maniac, and the Prophet.
To which I can only say: there really aren't any; not any worth looking at anyhow.
– Robert Nisbet, from the article “The Year 2000 and All That”
As found in Gary North’s article “The Year 2100 and All That”,
https://www.garynorth.com/public/16086.cfm
Appendix: House Popa History
Yes, this is a lengthy history that few will bother to read.
So, why write it?
Mainly, because I wanted to discover what 3000 years of Imperial family history would sound like. I’m interested in
learning how a family could reasonably claim to have an ancient ancestor from the days of the Rule of Man
184
(nevermind the Ziru Sirka!), and what it would take to get from there to here.
Also, I wanted to play with a shift of historical perspective. No one on earth today – excepting a very few European
185
and Asian aristocratic families – can legitimately trace their line to an ancestor of even a thousand years ago. But
many people can recite the history of their nation, even if they can’t recite the history of their family.

184

Well, yes, there is DNA testing. But a good genealogist will insist on the line of descent: who is the
legitimate heir? Who has the strongest right to inherit the throne and the crown?
185
The most famous case – Jesus Christ – goes back 77 generations, or 4000 years, from Adam through
Abraham through David, and takes up some odd twists and turns (two separate Davidic lines, one through
Joseph, and a separate one through Mary). See http://ldolphin.org/2adams.html for one overview. Excluding
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But what if it was the history of your family that mattered, and not that of the nation?
Thus, the following experiment. Not the best, I admit: right off the bat, any competent historian would insist on
multiple source materials, which I can’t provide as it doesn’t exist. So everything is far too nearly tied up with one
perspective, one storyline, and one authorial voice. But perhaps it can spark some good questions and ideas in the
mind of Traveller Referees.
Foundation
House Popa claims Mircea Popa (-2239 to -2164 Imperial/AD 2281 to 2356), a lieutenant of the Terran
Confederation Army, as their family ancestor. After the surrender of the Vilani Empire, numerous naval officers
were put in charge of worlds, regions, and even sectors. Lieutenant Popa, an ethnically Romanian gunnery officer
and a citizen of the Mediterranean Republic, was put in charge of all military forces of the word of Irup
Gakadiguudi (now, in 1105 Imperial, Jaeyelya/Vipach/Gushemege)
While no member of the family was ennobled during the Rule of Man – ‘wrong military service, sorry!’ – the family
prospered as an upper-class Terran-race administrators and military ground officers. The preference of the Terran
conquerors to marry among their own people meant that the prolific, strongly Eastern Orthodox Popa clan ended
up with their many descendants scattering from their strongholds on Irup Gakadiguudi to marry low-tier nobles
and the better Terran commoners across Imperial holdings in Gushemege, trailing Reft, and Verge sectors.

Division
During the Long Night, the many branches of the Popa family fragmented as the interstellar ties of trade and
transport frayed and disintegrated. Some went extinct by violence, others by the eventual failure of male heirs to
carry forward the family name. Still, as minor planet-bound minor gentry and squires, the family name survived on
39 separate worlds by the time the Imperium was officially restored at 0 Imperial/AD 4520.
While the family name of Popa had survived on over three-dozen worlds, the bloodline had remained Pure Terran
Solomani in only four of those branches. The Popa leadership managed to force the various holdings and fiefs of
the “polluted lines” to be transferred to the pure blood branches of the family. The process took roughly three
centuries to work out with quite a lot of drama, from corporate takeovers to financial shenanigans to slander
186
campaigns to open warfare (including most famously, one eight-minute orbital bombardment ).

Glory…
Thanks to the ancient heritage of their name, and their broad representation in the upper classes of numerous
worlds and numerous corporations, the family had by the mid-400s won several Imperial Rank & Honour Noble
positions in Vipach and Nuzuu subsectors. While the lower positions were split fairly evenly between the more
numerous Mixed Vilani bloodlines and the few, elite Pure Solomani branches, all the hereditary fiefs (excluding the
minor Barony of Kapakoo) were ruled by Pure Solomani branches of the family.

(Following) The men of the Imperial Navy have a better grasp of the sheer scale of the Imperium
than most Imperial Citizens ever will. This graphic is titled “Untitled I 2015” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Untitled-I-2015-525840421

the Son of God, decent multi-millennial genealogies are really thin on the ground: no one alive can even trace
their ancestry to a Roman Emperor, for example.
186
Sure, only conventional munitions were used, but Emperor Martin II was rather miffed when he was
informed in 199. Being 146 years old at the time – but Emperor for only four years – he knew from experience
how destructive these family squabbles could be, and his swift intervention stifled the cycle of retaliation from
gaining even more force.
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It was in 454 that House Popa reaches the peak of its power, with the elevation of Count Teodor of House Popa to
the Ducal Throne of Nuzuu. It had taken 2,600 years for the (Pure Solomani branch of the) family to finally attain
High Noble status, and the celebration was quite vigorous on many worlds and cities under the sway of the Popa
clan. As part of the unwritten conditions for the enfeoffment, the new Duke had to bring peace to his family and
insure the even-handed execution of justice among his subjects, regardless of their race or species.
The second proved to be rather easier than the first: the general public just wanted a fair hearing and the justice
handed out by the Duke (and the lesser local nobles, who followed his example) was reasonably equitable and
impartial. The Mixed Vilani branches of the family, though, were only somewhat mollified by patronage and plum
187
positions (assisted by the occasional forcible exile, usually to the distant dumping ground of the Empty Quarter) .
House Popa’s administration of Nuzuu Subsector was rather successful, all things considered. He shifted the
subsector capital from the powerhouse world of Lagi to the less wealthy, but more comfortable, world of Arkunen,
188
and arranged the funding of it’s technology level rise from 6 to 11, over about 60 years, 470 to 530 Imperial.
While the Imperium does not directly terraform worlds, the House did encourage the five major systems of the
189
time – Lagi/2805, Amdarush/2905, Tlaq/2908, Meesisan /3102 and Kismayu/3206 – to work with the Imperial
Ministry of Colonization and the Imperial Interstellar Scout Service to terraform several worlds, most successfully
190
191
In Cliffrock/2603 and Minor World/2906 , and with a lesser level of success on Kapakoo/3001 and Stipa/3106.
On the greater Imperial stage, the House was an important factor in only one major event: the breakup of the
famed Zhunastu Industries. The very creation of the Third Imperium was in part driven by the need of the
corporate head, then-Archduke Cleon Zhunastu of the Sylean Federation, to find more markets for his very hungry
megacorporation. But sadly, it grew too dependent on Imperial largess and subsidies over the centuries. The
financial turbulence of the Imperial Civil War (602-622) was the catalyst that pushed the rotting megacorporate
192
hulk off the cliff. Fortunately, the integrity of the Imperial bureaucracy and the basic unity of the Imperium
permitted Duke Lucian Popa to manage the formal disposal of Zhunastu assets in 613-621 from Capital, even as the
193
emperors he served cut each other down in quick succession .
With the successful disposal of Zhunastu assets, there was excited talk of elevating House Popa to a Sector Duke.
Even though this never came to pass, the Duke of Nuzuu was occasionally mentioned as a candidate for Imperial
Minister of Commerce, and less ennobled members of the House sometimes won minor positions and posts on
Capital, serving the central Imperial administration. The Solomani branches of House Popa continued to build on
their reputation for unbiased justice, and were on occasion involved in notable Imperial/corporate affairs,
although never of such importance as administrating the bankruptcy of Zhunastu Industries.

187

All those carrots were backed by the occasional sharp use of a heavy stick, with the most used being
forcible exile to the distant dumping ground of the Empty Quarter for a decade or two. “Exile muffles the
troublemakers and makes their supporters think twice before opening their mouths. Execution makes martyrs
and plants the seeds of a violent riposte. Moreover, the casual shedding of Noble Blood is to be avoided
whenever possible: it might give the commoners… ideas.” – Duke Teodor, 457 Imperial.
188
During the period of House Popa hold on the Ducal throne, Arkunen’s UWP was around B689655-B.
Compare this with the current (1105) UWP of C689864-8.
189
Renamed Meesis as of 1105 Imperial
190
Renamed Krajhune as of 1105 Imperial
191
Renamed Minor as of 1105 Imperial
192
Some people actually tie the fall of Solomani dominance at Court with the collapse of Zhunastu Industries. I
suggest that with its bankruptcy and dissolution, the Vilani Megacorporations were able to truly flourish, and
thereby gain the pull needed to whisper into the ear of Prince, then Emperor Zhakirov, decades later…
193
Emperors George, Cleon V, Joseph, Donald, Emdiri, Catherine, Ramon II, Jaqueline II, Usuti, Marava, Ivan,
and Martin VI, for your information. Look up “Emperors of the Flag” sometime…
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The men of House Popa were never famed as great explorers… but they had their moments.
This graphic is titled “Dreams of Heaven” © Tyler Sporles.
See his work at https://quantomstarbox.deviantart.com/art/Dreams-of-Heaven-271315842

…And the Great Fall194
Like many great, prestigious and famed Solomani noble families of old, the Great Fall started when the Pure
Solomani Emperor Zhakirov married Antiama, unifying the leader of the Imperial military with the modern
corporate business interests of the Imperial Core – and into a powerful Vilani corporate clan. This destroyed the
power of the Solomani Party at the Imperial Court, with repercussions that would shape the Imperium for the rest
of its long life.
Even after the end of Solomani dominance at Court, House Popa remained under the dominance of the Pure
Solomani branches of the family until the foundation of the Solomani Autonomous Region in 704 by Margaret I…
and the simultaneous ban on Solomani Party membership on all Imperial worlds, and for all Imperials outside of
the Solomani Sphere (as well as for all Imperial Nobles, regardless of location). Many Solomani Imperial Nobles
soon began to transfer their families and wealth to the Sphere.
The Pure Solomani members of House Popa renounced their Party membership to keep their crowns, but the nowemboldened Mixed Vilani branches were ready to throw their entire weight against the Pure Solomani family
branches, to finally get the subsector throne for themselves. The seizure of property, accusations of treason, and
the bitter bile of the propagandizing pundits led to the Popa Clan Wars of 715-717.
The war itself did little damage to the subsector – as per the Imperial Civil War, space battles and assassination
was the rule, and all parties upheld the Imperial Laws of War. But the fighting brought great damage to the
prestige of the House: several highly respected Pure Solomani Nobles were killed, and – after the power of the
Pure Solomani lines were broken, with the survivors fleeing to Solomani Space – the various Mixed Vilani branches
195
turned on each other in an orgy of violence that, while not really that bad in damage to life and property , was
deeply repulsive to the moral and ethical ideals of the Imperial Nobles of the region (as well as an unfortunate
propaganda bonanza for the Solomani Party).
194

House Popa ruled Nuzuu Subsector for 265 years, from 454 to 719 Imperial. That’s a bit longer than the
usual 250 years for an empire in our actual history. Overall, House Popa came out better than most such
dynasties: they actually survived their fall, and even lived to regain a few lost Imperial titles!
195
Empirically measured: about 31,000 lives and three billion credits. A drop in the bucket, really, so far as
interstellar society (or even most decently populated worlds) is concerned.
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“It’s not so much that the Mixed Vilani families were really all that wrong or unjustified, or
even that they were evil, as opposed to greedy, resentful, and short-sighted. It’s that they
behaved and fought in such a low-class, thuggish, common manner.”
“Well, yes. But they were truly tired of waiting after three centuries of patience, and with
the overthrow of age-old Solomani dominance elsewhere, why not here and why not
now? And you have to admit, they kept their violence channeled to the enemies’ military
and political assets, instead of expanding the killzone to include the civilians... like certain
urbane, well-mannered, and sophisticated Noble families I could mention.”
“So they behave like the inferior, instinctual classes of men, instead of mere animals and
196
savages. Fair enough, I’ll give you that much. But a Noble is supposed to behave like a
Noble, and NOT like a Commoner!”
“So we will punished them on the way they fought?”
“The masses expects us to meet a certain standard, and it’s unwise to disappoint them.”
– Sector Duchess Arbellatra of Verge and Count Idam of Sirim, 295-717
The end of the fighting was brought about mainly by exhaustion by Week 13 and 14 of 717 Imperial: when Count
Idam of Sirim arrived with a small Navy flotilla and commanded that the heads and elders of the local families
stand before him to resolve the issue, there was no serious challenge to his authority.
After reviewing the evidence and the claims/counterclaims, the Count on 10-719 ruled that the surviving Noble
members of House Popa had not violated the Imperial Laws of War, and so were not to be punished physically or
financially. But, they have failed to uphold the high standards of behaviour and integrity expected of an Imperial
Noble, and so were to be divested of all Imperial titles and responsibilities. Moreover, no member of House Popa
was to be ennobled or granted any Imperial award or title for 100 years, starting immediately: nor would they be
permitted to serve the Imperium in any capacity whatsoever during this period of time.

Recovery
The respect and honour shown to House Popa fell like a rock.
Some members of the family were able to fall back on planetary and corporate positions, but the sheer weight of
public opprobrium soon drove family members from these positions, as well. Following the Imperial example, the
family members were not harmed, nor was their wealth touched… but they were certainly despised and shunned,
publically and privately.
Quite a large number simply died, by various forms of suicide – direct and indirect. Others struggled to carry on,
fighting for their family firms to survive, in a culture where the reputation of the corporate head is everything.
Several families fell back on property they still owned, be it revenue-generating towers in city centres, great
wilderness regions, or stock in blue-chip companies. Still others changed their name, sold everything they had,
gathered up their relatives and dependents, and hopped on a starship bound for Anywhere Else.

196

I will note that the Imperial view of warfare in this period was strongly influenced by an aristocratic ethos,
th
st
and has basically nothing to do with the utilitarian views of total war common in the 20 -21 centuries AD. To
their credit and honour, and our shame and disgrace.
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Kapak society is generally focused on clan and tribe first, and to a secondary extent territory: religion is a distant
third. The various decorative patterns on the Desert Whales reflect these allegiances.
This graphic is titled “Nomad Desert Blimp II” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Nomad-Desert-Blimp-II-355660822
The years of pain flowed into decades, and the survivors of the Great Fall grew hard and tough. They often
developed a fanatical focus on one single idea: regaining their honour, usually, although a few became deeply antiSolomani, and others became devoted, mystical followers of the Eastern Orthodox faith of their distant ancestors.
By the 760s – half-way through their term of punishment – over half the family heads and elders had clawed their
way to a fairly stable position financially, a process supported by the forgetfulness of most commoners regarding
their crime.
The local Nobility forgot nothing and forgave nothing. And no major interstellar contract for any Popa-owned
business was going to happen without their approval.
197

In 769, the surviving branches of House Popa finally held their first family moot in over 50 years. Held on
198
lpidofros /2704 in Verge Sector, in a low-profile, run-down but basically cheery inn, many of the men simply
hugged and wept at their first meeting. A lot of the week was simply spent matching fragments of stories and tales
together, finding out what really happened to whom, and (eventually) hatching schemes to either get more money
or get some family matchmaking done. The remaining unresolved issues of the devastating Clan Wars were agreed
to be ‘null and void’, and the focus of the House shifted to building the future, not mourning over the past.

197
198

Those who held on to the name within the Imperium, excluding those who fled to the Solomani Sphere.
Renamed Gaznakan as of 1105
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199

After the end of The Ninety-Second Family Moot , the revival of House Popa accelerated. For mutual support and
after much debate, it was decided by majority vote that the families would relocate to the world of Kapakoo/3001,
Lekhana/3101 and (in neighbouring Moibin subsector) Unseren/3140. This is a move that would cost hundreds of
thousands of credits, so every branch of the family was tasked to raise a certain amount in 20 years, based on their
estimated ability and potential.
Things were slower and tougher than they planned for, and the twenty years stretched to 25… 30… 40 years.
Businesses established in high-profit industries struggled due to the poor credit ratings the Popai laboured under:
no credit slowed growth and trade right down. Attempts to resurrect their old sterling reputation for honour and
integrity were dismissed out of hand: and without trust, the really big money remained out of reach.
The really big break came about on the old subsector capital world of Arkunen. The local Noble Houses began to
favour the disgraced line, as the new Ducal family eventually shifted the subsector capital back to Lagi and cut off
the rivers of Imperial pork that had flowed to Arkunen. As the resulting local depression wound its way, the local
Popai were able to build enough goodwill, capital, and credit to get permission to rent a few hangars in the
Imperial Starport in 787, and opened a repair shop, Starship Quickeners (later, StarQuic) repairing and
reconditioning various small starships and spacecraft. Over the next decade attention to detail, a careful
accounting of every penny, and a hard (and sometimes costly) policy of sticking to the contract terms built the
200
business up, brick by brick – despite the noticeable absence of some big names from the order book.
As Starship Quickeners grew more profitable, they were willing to dole out small orders to other family members
eager for trade, and if the results were satisfactory to the customer, larger orders (with bigger bucks) would follow.
Another, smaller family moot was convened on Arkunen: in return for permission for the Popa clans on Arkunen to
remain on the old subsector capital and build up their businesses, they would help fund the weaker sisters of the
family in their move to Kapakoo, Lekhana and Unseren systems. Over the next ten years, they proved as good as
their word, and House Popa – still officially disgraced, but now able to find interested parties willing to overlook
that unfortunate bit of history – began to get involved in the governance of the larger planetary and subsector
corporations (but never in the limelight, always in the backrooms and the more obscure lines of work).
The day 10-817 passed by unnoticed for most of Nuzuu subsector: but for the 3,208 living members of House
Popa, it was the greatest day of their family, the day the Imperial Ban on them was lifted. Several young men
immediately enlisted for the Imperial military services: they were initially rejected due to various bureaucratic
snafus, but the kinks were worked out over the next few weeks, and they were proudly wearing Imperial uniforms
in due course. A few family men has earlier hidden their identities and joined the Imperial Army before legally able
to do so, and on 10-817 revealed themselves to be secret members of the family. These men were promptly tried
and imprisoned for several years, then given a dishonourable discharge and kicked out of the military.

(Following) The Solomani Nobility of the early Third Imperium loved to plant living worlds in
spectacular locations. This graphic is titled “The Gem among a Giant” © Tyler Sporles.
See his work at https://quantomstarbox.deviantart.com/art/The-Gem-among-a-Giant-729943225
199

Originally named “Family Reunion” during the Second Imperium, and “Family Assembly” in the very few
times the family could gather during the Long Night, the name of the gathering was changed to “Family Moot”
in 81 Imperial, in imitation of the government of the young Third Imperium.
200
A case can be made that the lack of any big customers was one of the keys to the success of Starship
Quickeners. With no large customer to depend on – and eventually be enslaved to – the firm’s leadership had
to have a tight focus on 1) making it big on the little deals and 2) making every customer a repeat customer.
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